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Two new thermoelectric materials of quaternary bismuth
telluride CsPb3Bi3Te8 and CsPb4Bi3Te9 are reported, which
are members of a homologous series featuring anionic slabs
[PbmBi3Te5 + m]2 (m = 1–4) of monotonically increasing
thickness.

Research in new thermoelectric materials is focused on heavily
doped semiconductors composed of atoms with large mass,
complex crystal structures and narrow band-gap.1 These
attributes can lead to high power factors and low thermal
conductivity both necessary to achieve a high figure of merit.2–7

Recently, we reported the phase CsBi4Te6, which when
properly doped can reach a high thermoelectric figure of merit
below room temperature.8 In an effort to produce new materials
that resemble CsBi4Te6, we introduced Pb metal into its layered
framework and searched for corresponding quaternary phases.
This produced CsPbBi3Te6 and CsPb2Bi3Te7, which featured
layered structures with infinite anionic ‘PbTe’-type slabs of
[PbBi3Te6]2 and [Pb2Bi3Te7]2 separated with Cs+ cations.9 To
our surprise we subsequently discovered that reactions of
CsBi4Te6 with larger amounts of PbTe continued to form more
interesting higher order phases (rather than mixtures of
CsPb2Bi3Te7 and PbTe) in such a fashion that we can now
define a new homologous series of the type CsPbmBi3Te5 + m

with systematically varying structure and composition. The new
family defines a new structural motif that can be exploited in
designing future thermoelectrically promising materials. The
two higher order phases CsPb3Bi3Te8 (m = 3) and CsPb4Bi3Te9
(m = 4) are characterized by enlarged slab thickness and a
robust framework that is based on the NaCl motif.†

The structure of CsPb3Bi3Te8 features thick [Pb3Bi3Te8]2
slabs separated by layers of Cs+ cations perpendicular to the b

axis. The [Pb3Bi3Te8]2 slab consists of three distinct M metal
sites occupied by both Bi3+ and Pb2+ ions10 and it can be viewed
as a fragment excised from PbTe-type structure with a thickness
of eight {PbTe} monolayers, see Fig. 1Ac.

Reacting CsBi4Te6 with an extra equivalent of PbTe led to the
next member CsPb4Bi3Te9, which also adopts a layered
structure made up of even thicker [Pb4Bi3Te9]2 slabs (Fig.
1Ad). As indicated by bond-valence sum calculations, both Bi3+

and Pb2+ ions occupy the five distinct M sites in the
[Pb4Bi3Te9]2 slab.10 The slab (also a NaCl slice) is expanded by
one {MTe} monolayer compared to the [Pb3Bi3Te8]2 slab, Fig.
1B. The M metals sites in [Pb3Bi3Te8]2 and [Pb4Bi3Te9]2 are
octahedrally coordinated with Te atoms and posses slight local
distortions. Interestingly, the MTe6 octahedra present in the
strucrures increase their distortions from the interior to the
exterior of the slabs.11 This may result from relaxation effects
since the Te atoms are coordinated with 6, 4 and 2 M atoms as
one moves from the center of the slab towards the surface.

The two layered compounds reported here along with
CsPbBi3Te6 and CsPb2Bi3Te7 clearly establish the brand-new
homologous series CsPbmBi3Te5 + m (m = 1, 2, 3, 4). These
phases crystallize in the same space group and have system-
atically varying structures, see Table 1 and Fig. 1.12 The
thickness difference between the [Pb4Bi3Te9]2 and
[Pb3Bi3Te8]2 slabs is 2.252 Å, i.e. the thickness of one {MTe}
monolayer, which corresponds to half the value of dimensional
difference of the b axes between sequential structures, 4.401
Å.13

Occupancy refinements showed that the Cs sites were not
fully occupied. The occupancies were 0.93 for CsPb3Bi3Te8 and
0.96 for CsPb4Bi3Te9. The final formulae were thus adjusted to
be Bi-rich compositions for electroneutrality, i.e.

Fig. 1 (A) The structures of (a) CsPbBi3Te6, (b) CsPb2Bi3Te7, (c) CsPb3Bi3Te8 and (d) CsPb4Bi3Te9 in projection down the c axis for (a) and (c) and the
a axis for (b) and (d). The largest shaded circles are Cs atoms, medium shaded circles are M atoms and open circles are Te atoms. (B) A perspective view
of the PbTe structure along the [011] direction and slices thereof. The polyhedra represent PbTe6 octahedra. The [PbBi3Te6]2, [Pb2Bi3Te7]2, [Pb3Bi3Te8]2
and [Pb4Bi3Te9]2 slabs are fragments excised from this lattice with (a) 4, (b) 5, (c) 6, and (d) 7 monolayers. Crystals of these phases grow as long thin needles
with the needle direction being parallel to the projection view shown here.
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Cs0.93Pb2.93Bi3.07Te8 and Cs0.96Pb3.96Bi3.04Te9. These were
confirmed with microprobe energy dispersive analyses. Inter-
estingly, the Cs atom occupation approaches the ideal value of
1 with increasing m value (i.e. slab thickness). The Cs cations
are coordinated with nine Te atoms distributed peripherally
around the slabs in the four structures. The topography of even-
layered (i.e. m = 1, 3) slabs is different from that of odd-layered
(i.e. m = 2, 4) slabs where the terminal m2-Te atoms are
arranged in a staggered fashion in the former, and in an eclipsed
fashion in the latter. However, these slabs stack along the b axis
by c-glide symmetry so that they generate tricapped trigonal
pyrismatic sides for the Cs atoms. Because the rows of terminal
m2-Te atoms found on the slab surfaces shift from being on m2m
sites in [PbmBi3Te5 + m]2 (m = 1, 3) to being on m sites in
[PbmBi3Te5 + m]2 with (m = 2, 4), the repeating units along the
c-axis of CsPbmBi3Te5 + m with m = 2 and 4 are doubled
compared to those with m = 1 and 3.

Charge transport measurements on oriented polycrystalline
ingots of CsPbmBi3Te5 + m (m = 3, 4) parallel to the needle
direction show metal-like behavior in the electrical con-
ductivity, which increases as the temperature drops. As shown
in Fig. 2, the electrical conductivities decreases from 500 S
cm21 at 80 K to 410 S cm21 at 350 K for CsPb3Bi3Te8 and from
460 S cm21 at 80 K to 400 S cm21 at 350 K for CsPb4Bi3Te9.
The thermopower values are between 250 and 270 mV K21 at
350 K. The moderate thermopower and metallic like tem-
perature dependence of conductivity indicate that CsPbmBi3-

Te5 + m materials are heavily doped. This is consistent with their
Bi-rich non-stoichiometric nature. Remarkably, the thermal
conductivity at room temperature is very low at ~ 1.5 W m21

K21 for both CsPb3Bi3Te8 and CsPb4Bi3Te9 and lower than
Bi2Te3 ( ~ 1.8 W m21 K21) the premier thermoelectric material.
The long lattice period, two-dimensional crystal structures and
heavy atoms in the structure play an important role in
depressing the thermal conductivities in these materials.
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Notes and references
† Crystals of CsPbmBi3Te5 + m (m = 3, 4) were obtained by reacting
CsBi4Te6 with PbTe in molar ratios of 1+4 and 1+6, respectively. Single
phase of CsPb3Bi3Te8 was also obtained by reacting Cs metal and
Pb2.85Bi3Te8 with molar ratio 0.85+1. Single phase of CsPb4Bi3Te9 was
obtained by reacting Cs metal and Pb3.9Bi3Te9 with molar ratio 0.9+1. The
two reactions were heated at 700 oC for 2 h followed by cooling to 500 oC
in 2 h and finally quenching to room temperature.

Crystal data: Cs0.93Pb2.93Bi3.07Te8, orthorhombic, Cmcm, a =
6.3736(8), b = 37.731(5), c = 4.4416(6) Å, V = 1068.1(4) Å3, Z = 4, Dc

= 15.765 g cm23, m = 124.459 mm21, total reflections 3069, independent
reflections 757 (Rint = 0.0588), R1 = 0.0597, wR2 = 0.1583.
Cs0.96Pb3.96Bi3.04Te9, orthorhombic, Cmcm, a = 4.4524(6), b = 42.133(6),
c = 12.742(2) Å, V = 2390.3(6) Å3, Z = 8, Dc = 15.23 g cm23, m =
125.92 mm21, total reflections 7600, independent reflections 1727 (Rint =
0.075), R1 = 0.049, wR2 = 0.107. CCDC reference numbers 180732 and
180733. See http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/cc/b2/b202043b/ for crystallo-
graphic data in CIF or other electronic format.
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Table 1 Summary of crystallographic data for the layered compounds
CsPbmBi3Te5 + m

m
Space
group a/Å b/Å c/Å Z V/Å3 Na

1 Cmcm 6.3326(6) 28.667(3) 4.3637(4) 4 792.1(2) 4
2 Cmcm 4.3456(6) 32.476(5) 12.508(2) 8 1765.2(7) 5
3 Cmcm 6.3736(8) 37.731(5) 4.4416(6) 4 1068.1(4) 6
4 Cmcm 4.4524(6) 42.132(6) 12.742(2) 8 2390.3(9) 7
a N is the number of monolayers in each slab.

Fig. 2 Electrical conductivity and thermopower data for oriented poly-
crystalline ingot samples of (a) CsPb3Bi3Te8 and (b) CsPb4Bi3Te9. The
crosses are thermopower and circles are electrical conductivity.
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